Abstract: For each n 2 3, we present a family of Riemannian metrics g on W" such that each Riemannian manifold M" = (IT', g) has positive bottom of the spectrum of Laplacian A, (M") > 0 and bounded geometry 1 K 1 < C but M" admits no non-constant bounded harmonic functions.
Introduction
In this paper we are interested in relations between the Liouville property of a non-compact manifold and the bottom of spectrum of its Laplacian.
A complete, non-compact Riemannian manifold M is said to have Liouville property if M admits no non-constant bounded harmonic function. For a given Riemannian manifold M, the bottom of spectrum of its Laplacian is given by
where f ranges over all non-zero functions with compact support.
R. Schoen and S.T. Yau [ 181 obtained the following interesting result on relations between h 1 (M) and the Liouville property for certain non-compact manifolds.
Geometric properties of counterexamples
We begin with 3-dimensional counterexamples. The higher dimensional case can be handled by the same method with some modifications indicated at the end of this section.
Let R3 = {(x, y, s) 1 x, y, s E !R} denote the usual 3-dimensional Euclidean space. The new Riemannian metrics that we will be particularly interested in are called double warped product metrics, see [l] . Our warped product metric g on Iw3 can be expressed as g = e2'll(s)dX2 + e *t/2(ddy* + ds*.
(1.1)
For any increasing sequence of numbers {si}EO with si+i -si 3 8, we would like to consider a subset U of real line IR' by setting U = 0 (Si + 1 3 Si+l -1).
i=O
Since Si+i -si > 8, the subset U is the disjoint union of subintervals in R'. Fix SO = 0. We first require that 7710 For each sub-interval (si + 1, s;+i -l), we will choose ni and ~72 such that n1 and ~2 are either constant functions or linear functions of s, depending on i = 2k even or i = odd. More specifically, let holds for some constants EO > 0 and c > 0. Some people may prefer to use the upper half space lR$ = {(x , y , z) 1 z > 0) as a coordinate chart. In this case, one can make change of variables by z = e-' or s = -log z. In this new (x, y, z)-coordinate system, our metric g above can also be written as g = hT(z)dx2 + h;(zwY2 + %j Z (1. 2) for z > 0, where hi(z) = e~l(-"'sL) and h2(z) = enz(-losz).
If we let zi = eesi, by the assumption that ~i+i -si > 8 we know that zi+i < z;/e* holds for i = 1.2,....
Moreover, if nl and t72 are given by (1.1 b) and (1.1 c), then our functions h 1 and h:! can be expressed as where ai = eCi-'-Si, c-1 = CO = 0 and ci = ci_2 + (si -si_i) for all i = 1, 2, . . . . Let Q = { 6, Y, z) I z E (e.zi+l, zile)} b e a subdomain of R:. We note that the Riemannian submanifold Di = (sti, gIni) is isometric to a domain within the Riemannian 3-manifold W2 x R for each i, where W2 is the simply-connected hyperbolic plane with the metric of constant curvature -1. Our manifold M3 = (Wi, g) can now be constructed by gluing together the Riemannian sub-domains [ Di}Eo=, appropriately. The expression (1.2) will be used in Sect. 2. In the remaining part of this section, we would like to use (x, y, s)-coordinate system in (1.1) instead of (x, y, z)-coordinate system in (1.2).
If the metric g on R3 is the warped product metric as in (1 .l), we first would like to ask our-self: "Under what conditions on r,q and t72 does the Riemannian manifold M3 = (rW3, g) have the positive bottom of spectrum AI (M3) > 0'7"
Here is a partial answer: 
(1.4)
Proof. Let 7 be a global vector field given by for all (x, y, z) E iR3. Notice that in the metric g, the curve s + (x0, yo, s) is geodesic line of unit ssed for any fixed (x0, yo). If V is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric g, then .$ = a/as satisfies the geodesic equation
(1. 5) In what follows, we want to compute the divergence of the vector field 7.
For any point (x, y, s) E R3, we can choose an orthogonal basis (orthonormal basis) with respect to the metric g as follows This completes the proof. Cl
We are also interested in the curvature tensor of a warped product metric. Let El = eAslcS) a/ax, E2 = e-~z(s) a/ay and E3 = 7 = a/as be as before. A straightforward cal- where (ci}p"=, is a sequence of constant numbers with (1) co = c_~ = 0, (2) c2k+2 = c2k + @X+2 -Szk+i) and cZk+l = CZk__l + (S2k+l -S2k 
suP,,RtI~'w12~ I~"(~)l~ < COY where EO and CO are two positive constant numbers.
Using this function 4p, we let
It is easy to check This construction of the double warped product metric leads us to conclude (1.14)
(1.15) Proof. The proof of Proposition 1.5 is slightly long. Note that M3 is a non-compact manifolds with variable curvature of both signs. Most of known estimates for injectivity radius are only applied to compact manifolds without boundary. Hence, the difficulty arises because we cannot apply known injectivity estimates directly to the manifold M3.
Our main strategy is to divide our manifold MI' into two parts. The first part of M" will contain all subdomains which can be isometrically embedded into a Cartan-Hadamard manifold. The second part of M3 has sectional curvature of both signs. Thus, the geometric analysis on the second part of the manifold M3 will be much more complicated. The following fact about injectivity radius is well-known. and ~3 = the volume of unit 3-sphere, (Kol < c*.
The verification of (1.18) takes several steps. A well-known theorem of Morse-Rauch (cf. [5, p. 791 and [7] ) says that if the sectional curvature of the manifold X is bounded above by c* and d(p, q) < n/c in X, then q is not conjugate to p along any length-minizing geodesics in X. In particular, we have By Fact 3, it is sufficient for us to find a lower bound for length of non-trivial geodesic loops in M. Note that (52, g) is a non-compact Riemannian manifold with non-empty boundary. Moreover, its boundary as2 is not totally geodesic with respect to the metric g. Most of known estimates for length of geodesic loops are only applied to compact Riemannian manifolds without boundary. Therefore, we would like to construct a new closed Riemannian manifold % from (52, g) such that Injcn,g) > min{ 1, Inji;;) and InjG ? EO > 0.
In order to construct the new compact manifold M, we first need to embed (52, g) into a large Riemannian domain N = (a*, g*) with totally geodesic boundary aZV. We also require that N has bounded curvature.
Step 1. The construction of N with totally geodesic boundary aN
We introduce a larger domain S2* = {(x, y, s) 1 Si -5 -c s -c si + 5) and a new P-smooth metric g* on S2* such that the metric g* = e*%'1(S) dX* + e%ZD2(S) dy2 + &* has the following properties:
(1) g*lE = gl;;, where 6 = {(x, y, s) 1 si -3 -C s -C si + 3}; We note that the original metric g = e 2ql(s) dx2 + e2qzCS) dy2 + ds2 was defined to be Hence, the new metric g* can be introduced by using functions @-and $+, which depends on i = 2k even or i = 2k + 1 is an odd number.
Case 2a. i = 2k is an even number.
We let In this case, g* = e2+'lCsf dx2 + e2*(') dy2 + ds2 satisfies all properties (l)-(4) described above.
Case 2b. i = 2k + 1 is an odd number. Since both vi and ~72 are linear functions defined on
, we can play the same game by using ++ and ?+!__ as in case 2a.
In either case, we can extend the metric g 15 to a new metric g* on G?* 1 5 such that conditions (l)-(4) hold for g*.
Step 2. The construction of the new manifold % and injectivity radius estimates Let N = (a*, g*) be as above. Our goal is to show that Inj,(p) > EO for p E Cl. For simplicity, we set a = si -5, b = si + 5. Let us choose two integers ei and e2 such that eql(a) < f!!i < e'+'l@) + 1 and eR(') < .$ < efl(') + 1. Notice that if we define two translations Clearly, vol(@ = 2 vol(N/ r). Since ~1 and Q are non-negative increasing functions,
> (b -a)(+>(:) = i
where we used the fact that ~1 and ~2 are increasing functions. We are now ready to derive injectivity estimates. When &? is a closed Riemannian manifold, a generalization of Klingenberg's lemma (cf. [5, p. 1081, [7] ) asserts that if Ilu;;il < c2 then Inj(G) > min {n/c, half the length of the shortest closed geodesic in %}.
Cheeger also derived an estimate for the shortest smooth closed geodesic in 2, (see [7, Theorem 5.8 forany p E N.RecallthatC = {(x, y,s) 1 si -3 < s < si +3),g*I?; = gl;;and N = (a*, g'). Thus, for any p E (Q, g) c (6, g ) c N, we have Note that d(p, a6) > 1 for p E S2. Thus, the estimate of (1.18) has been verified for all cases.
Using Fact 2 we conclude that
for any p E S2 c Ur, {R2 x [si -2, si + 21). This completes the proof of Proposition 1.5. Cl
We would like to extend our results above to a higher dimensional case in the following theorem. For (iii)-(iv), we let z = g @ go be the product metric defined on Iw3 x lR"-3. Then F can be expressed as z = e201(s) dxf + e202(s) dxz + d_xi + . . . + dxi_, + ds2
forall (x1,X2,s,X3 ,... , x,-l). We notice that, by taking qs(s) = Q(S) = .. . = a-l(s) = 1, proofs of Propositions 1.1 and 1.5 can be extended to n-dimensional case with minor modifications. Therefore, we omit the details of these modifications here. 0
In this section we shall show that the manifold M3 constructed in Sect. 1 has the so-called Liouville property.
Let us recall that our metric g has the expression g = e *Al dx* + e*q2(') dy2 +ds*, which was definedonIW3={(x,y,s)Is,x,yEIW}.Bymakingchangeofvariablez=e-Sors=-logz, the metric g can also be written 1 g = h:(z) dx* + h;(z) dy* + 1 dz*, 2
where hi(z) = e~l(-logZ), h*(z) = e~z(-"'gz), ni and 772 are given by (1.14)-(1.16).
Let zi = e-h for i = 0, 1,2, . . . . Recall that si+i -si > 8. Hence, we have zi+i 6 zi/e'. By the definition of ni and ~2, we also note that 
Remark.
(1) Our proof of Theorem 2.1 uses Brownian motion. We construct a coupling for Brownian motions on M3, starting from different initial points. For the relations between Brownian motion and harmonic functions on Riemannian manifolds, see for instance [ 151. Other applications of "couplings" to the gradient estimates of harmonic functions on Riemannian manifolds can also be found in [8] and [16] . If one couples any two Brownian motions starting from different points in M", one can eventually exclude the existence of bounded non-constant harmonic functions.
(2) In fact, the existence of non-constant bounded harmonic functions is closely related to the angular convergence of Brownian motions approaching to the infinity. On the other hand, the condition Ai (M") > 0 on M" is more closely related to the drift in radial part of the Brownian motion. In our example M3, we started with certain domains {Oi}? of the model space W2 x R. Of course, W2 x IR admits some non-constant harmonic functions and hi (W2 x IR) > 0. However, if we glue these subdomains { Di}fZ, together as in Sect. 1, then by a careful analysis on the change of the Euclidean direction in our manifold M3, we can conclude that the (x, y)-component of Brownian motion will be recurrent and unbounded with probability one. This unbounded recurrent property implies that any bounded harmonic function u does not depend on (x, y)-variable, and hence u must be constant (see the proof below). Meanwhile, in the gluing process we can keep the geometry bounded and the condition Ai (M3) > 0 as we did in Sect. 1. Proof. It is known that the Brownian motion on M3 is generated by the Laplace operator A on M3, see [15] . By the definition of the metric and formula(t) of A, we see that n,(BM,(t)) can be presented as where equality holds in the sense of distribution, and x denotes a random variable with a standard normal distribution, i.e., x N N(0, 1). However, if {zi} converges fast enough to zero, and if M3 admits bounded geometry and bounded sectional curvature, then it is well-known (for instance, cf. [ 141) that BM, (t) will not hit infinity in any finite time. In our case, we note that (x, y, zi+t) approaches to the infinity as zifl -+ 0. Therefore, we can pick zifl -C zi/e8 small enough to guarantee that asi+1=2k+l++oo, (2.9) where Y(E) denotes the probability of the event E. We wish to emphasize that the choice of ~+l and zi+i = e -S2p+1 can be made, after c2k was chosen. Hence, conditioning on the event in the parenthesis, we observe that (2.8) implies
for i = 2k and some constant & > 1. However, with probability 1, the event in (2.9) will happen for infinitely
is unbounded. Playing the same game for another variable "y" and replacing "even numbers" by "odd numbers" we conclude that TC~(BII& (t)) is also unbounded.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 0
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. By the definition of the Riemannian manifold M3, we see that any translation is an isometry for any given two constants e,, & E Iw'. Therefore, for any pair of points a = (z,i, z) and b = CT*, y*, z) with the same z-component, the two processes rr,(BM,(t)) and Ir,(BMb(z)) have identical distribution laws. By coupling them, we may assume that nz(BMaO)) = J7,(B&(t)), (2.11) holds for all t, where rr, (a) = n,(b).
In the same way as we did in (2X5)-(2.7) for the point a, we can also express the process rrx(BMb(r)) for the point b as nx(BMb(t)) = x* + s o1 _fx('G(Bh(s)))dB;. can be viewed as a process related to an independent copy BJ of standard Brownian motion on IIB' starting at rr,(b) = x*. By Lemma 2.2 and the independence of B, and Bi, we get two independent unbounded recurrent processes. Thus, with probability 1, there is a stopping time rX such that nx(BMx(rX)) = n;(B%(r">>. For the same reason, there exists also a stopping time ty such that Jr,(BM,(t')) = 7ry(BM&!')).
(2.14') Under the assumption (2.1 l), conditioning on t > tX implies that the two processes n, (BM, (t)i and n,(BM~(t)) have identical distributions. Hence, they can be coupled at rX. Similarly, n,. (BM,(t) ) and rr,(BMb(t)) can be coupled at ry. Let us choose t = max{P, sJ'}. Using the coupling above we get nx(BK(t)) = n,(BN&)), ~_JBMt)) = r@%(Q) for all r > r Hence, for t > t, we have Proof. It is known that if M3 is a Liouville manifold, then 44" = M3 x IF' with the product metric also has the Liouville property, see [lo] . 
BM,(t) = BMb(t).

